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Abstract
"Faster - better - cheaper" is more than a catchy phrase at Orbital Sciences Corporation. On April 3, 1995,
the first of OSC's MicroLabno Orbital Experiment Service missions was launched on a flawless Pegasus
launch. The first PicoLab'" is expected to be placed on contract later this year for launch in 1997. Both of
these two carrier concepts offer scientists, experimenters and students the opportunity to fly dedicated missions at a fraction of the cost of primary payloads.
This paper introduces the MicroStar'" Common Core Vehicle (CCV) series of small satellites. The MicroStar
CCV series is based on a commercially developed design and is offered in three primary configurations,
each of which is derived from the baseline version of this bus for the ORBCOMM® low-Earth orbit global
communications system. MicroStar's flexible design and low production-unit cost make it an ideal carrier
for a wide range of missions.
This paper also introduces PicoStar'" - the next generation of ultra-small spacecraft for Earth observation,
space science and technology experimentation. Occupying the volume of a one-gallon paint can, PicoStar
is built under a philosophy which treats the complete spacecraft more like a black box than a traditional
multi-system spacecraft bus. Subsystems are packaged at the card level allowing for modular substitution
and tailored performance in key functional areas. The result is a dedicated mission at a stowaway price.
Coupled with launch services provided by OSC's Pegasus® or Taurus® space boosters, each of which can
carry multiple MicroStar and PicoStar satellites per launch, the MicroLab and PicoLab orbital experiment
services offer the most affordable, quick reaction mission capability currently available commercially. The
applicability and history of these services for civil, commercial and military space systems, and the fundamental technical approach to these two "sciencecraft" vehicles will be described in the paper.

For some in our community, the notion of a life-

Introduction

cycle mission cost of $1O-1SM remains a major
First Class Science on a Coach Class Ticket

Just

leap in faith.

Notwithstanding the order-of-

what does that mean? It translates to an ability to

magnitude reduction that this represents from

conduct Earth observation, space science or

"traditional" programs, such mission costs are

technology development/validation under peer

achievable and will produce quality scientific

reviewed standards, at a cost 30% to 50% or

results. One by one, programs such as Discov-

more below the investment in "traditional" mis-

ery, New Millennium and snDI are achieving

sions. This paper reintroduces OSC's MicroStar™

lower cost.

and PicoStar™ series of small satellites. The pa-

faster, cheaper" rhetoric, there remains a hesi-

per highlights two examples where OSC, in part-

tancy on the part of many program planners to

nership with NASA, has or is producing quality

challenge the norms and empower industry, sci-

scientific missions with focused objectives based

entists, and indeed themselves to conduct space

on a commercially viable approach to their exe-

exploration at extraordinarily lower cost - pro-

cution.

ducing first class science at a coach ticket price.

CopyrightO 1995 by Orbital Sciences Corporation. Published by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. and Utah State University with permission.
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MicroStar - The MicroStar spacecraft series is

tractor interface can pull a myriad of trailer types

based on a commercially developed Common

(tankers, flatbeds, refrigerated vans, etc.), Micro-

Core Vehicle (CCV) and is available in three pri-

Star uses a common "tractor" (the CCV) to serve

mary configurations, each of which is derived

as drive mechanism for various mission trailers

from the baseline version of the MicroStar bus for

(the Payload Support Module or PSM).

the ORBCOMM

SM

low-Earth orbit global com-

Three configurations of the CCV design are des-

munications system. MicroStar's flexible design

ignated Mark 0, Mark I and Mark II respectively.

and low unit cost make it an ideal carrier for a

All three configurations share many common

wide range of missions. The first three MicroStar

subsystems, but the Mark I and" versions provide

units, two ORBCOMM and one Microlab mis-

increasing sophistication and capability.

sion, were successfully launched April 3, 1995.

Mark 0 - The baseline version of MicroStar, deIn addition to defining the basic configuration of

picted in Figure 1, is composed of the core bus

each MicroStar variant, the paper discusses a

module and an attached Payload Support Module

number of system enhancements which are

(PSM). The standard features of the Mark 0 ver-

available as options on individual flight vehicles.

sion make it ideal for Ultralite, University Ex-

A fabrication and delivery schedule is provided.

plorer (UNEX) or New Millennium classpayloads

PicoStar - OSC's newest micro-satellite concept

and technology validation flights.

is designed to offer ultra-low-cost and frequent

Mark I - The key distinction of the Mark I con-

space access for individual sensors or compo-

figuration is the addition of a flight-proven mo-

nents for Earth observation, space science, tech-

mentum wheel.

nology experimentation, or flight qualification

MicroStar to momentum-bias attitude control

purposes. In its smallest version, PicoStar is ap-

This modification converts

with pointing of ±0.5° and knowledge to 0.1°.

proximately the size of a one-gallon paint can

This version is highly suited to Small Explorer

and occupies a small area within the Pegasus

(SMEX) or New Millennium class missions in

avionics structure below the primary payload in-

space science and Earth remote sensing.

terface. Its ability to "stowaway" on most flights
offers a frequent and exceedingly affordable

Mark II

means of placing such I sciencecraft' or I techcraft'

missions, Mark II offers a multi-wheel "zero-

into orbit. The paper discusses the various con-

momentum" attitude control system and atten-

figurations of PicoStar and the associated flight

dant high pointing accuracy and flexibility. This

experiments service - Picolab™.

configuration is appl icable to fine resolution

For more sophisticated small space

commercial remote sensing applications as well

MicroStar CCV

as Mission to Planet Earth, astrophysics, and
comet, asteroid or planetary survey missions.

The MicroStar CCV concept is based on a production run approach to spacecraft manufactur-

CCV Description

ing that benefits from a set of common modules
Much like a

The CCV bus shown in Figure 1 is a cylindrical

tractor-trailer combination where a predefined

structure of just over one meter outside diameter

for various mission applications.
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Figure 1. MicroStar Common Core Vehicle Mark 0 Baseline.

and 16.5 cm depth, built from a combination of

teries, a cold gas propulsion system and UHF

metallic honeycomb and composite materials.

transmitter/receiver telemetry subsystem.

MicroStar uses a flight qualified mechanical inter-

The MicroStar series also offers a number of sys-

face to the Pegasus avionics structure comprised

tem options. If required, special instrument inter-

of three integral load-bearing brackets and nonexplosive separation nuts.

face requirements are addressed by an optional

This design offers

Payload Interface Unit (PIU), which is customized

simplicity, light weight, low separation shock,

to the unique needs of each payload.

and a low stack height for compatibility with co-

Special

power conversion and control are available, as

manifested payloads. Bus avionics are mounted

are dedicated data storage and downlink capa-

within the cylinder on an aluminum honeycomb

bilities. Other optional features include a hydra-

shelf supported around its periphery by brackets

zine propulsion module.

fastened to the outer ri ng.

Specifications for the

Mark 0 CCV bus are given in Table 1a; various
system enhancements are listed in Table 1b.

The basic avionics architecture is a single string
design though many subsystems exhibit graceful

Mechanical Structure

degradation in the event of a component failure.
Key systems features include a 68302-based flight

MicroStar's structural design was driven by the

processor, a gravity gradient attitude control sys-

need to launch a stack of eight ORBCOMM sat-

tem augmented with active magnetics, silicon

ellites on a single Pegasus. This entailed fabricat-

solar arrays, NiH2 common pressure vessel bat-

ing an extremely stiff structure which, when

3
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Table la. MicroStar CCV Performance Baseline.

\

Bus Dry Mass
Payload Mass Capability
Available Payload Power (Avg.lOrbit)
Lifetime
Redundancy
Design Orbit(s)
Inclination
Apogee/Perigee

stacked, still meets the 20 Hz minimum natural
frequency specification for Pegasus payloads.

40.0 kg
50 kg (Typical)
55 W (Typical)
3 years
Single String
Any
LEO
Circular or Elli

The design of this structure has likewise proven to
be adaptable to a variety of payloads and missions. OSC has qualified this design using AIBeMet™, an Aluminum-Beryllium composite with
the stiffness of steel yet 25% less dense than

cal

aluminum.

16.5 cm!104 cm
16.5 cmll04 cm
AIBeMetlAI Honeycomb
Dual-Faced

Lower cost aluminum and magne-

sium primary structures may be employed where
specifications permit.
The primary bus structure of three 1200 honeycomb outer shell sections is interconnected by

Solar Array(s)
Number of Panels & Size
Cell Type
Orientation
Array Power (BOL)
Battery
Quantity! Type
Capacity
Bus Voltage & Polarity
Control
Stability Mode
Pointing Capabilities
Control
Knowledge
Rate/Stability
Control Components
Gravity Gradient Boom
Torque Rods
Sensor Components
Sun Sensor Type
Horizon Sensor - Type
Magnetometer - Type

machined interface brackets; these brackets serve
as the primary load-carrying structure.

2 x 0.732 m2
Silicon BSF!R
Deployed & Articulated

separation fittings are located at the bottom of

~250W

each interface bracket, and additional fittings may
be located at the top of each bracket to accom-

5 NiH2 CPVs
10AHr
14±3 Vdc Neg. Ground

modate an additional, stacked spacecraft.

Pay-

loads are housed in an attached payload support
module which may be integrated and tested sepa-

GG/Active Magnetics

rately from the CCV bus.

±4° CEP
< 2°
< O.lo/sec

3

The payload support

module is similar to the CCV bus in construction
and size.

3.27 m
5 A-m"

@

Performance standards··· shown in TableS fa
(left) are for the MarkO .c(1nfiguFatioIJ9/the
MicroStatCCV. Individual values, e.g.,. po;wer
and mass, . may differ dep~,,~iyg~ftth~lfJis~ik:~
application and .(){bit... ···Table.'·. . IIJ(lJelql;"Jde:.
fines some availabiesystemel1h~f1~~mentS~ .

Cosine
Static
3-Axis

GN,
0.83 kg
3.33 N

Table lb. MicroStar Performance Enhancements.

68302
Yes
850 Kbytes

Downlink Rate
Transmitter Power
. BER
, Uplink Band
Uplink Rate
BER
Antenna Type

Pegasus

UHF
57.6 Kbps
Up to lOW

10-5
UHF
19.2 Kbps
10.5
Quadrifilar Helix

Downlink Data Rates
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Thermal Control

verters and regulators are available.

operational power is switched on and off by the

Thermal control is primarily passive with the ex-

bus according to ground commands, and is man-

ception of battery and hinge damper heaters,

aged automatically in contingency modes.

which are used as required during normal operations and in contingency modes.

Instrument

Each of these

Spacecraft Avionics

active elements has demonstrated reliability.
In order to control development costs, the Com-

Passive treatments include the use of Multi-Layer

mand and Data Handling (C&DH) system is de-

Insulation (MLI) and a variety of surface treat-

signed to partition and isolate payload specific

ments and coatings.

software and interface functions, re-using nearly
MicroStar is designed to be thermally isolated

all basic software modules. The spacecraft con-

from the PSM, thereby eliminating the need for

troller and optional payload data storage are the

coupled thermal analysis.

Maximum thermal

heart of this system. The compact design of Mi-

coupling between the CCV bus and PSM will not

croStar ensures short cable runs between sensors,

exceed 0.8Wrc.

electronics and bus systems.

For optimal operating effi-

For testability, all

ciency, the spacecraft batteries are biased be-

necessary avionics systems are accessible through

tween -Soc and 20°C by thermally isolating them

external test connectors.

from the spacecraft bus and by providing the
MicroStar's radiation design philosophy is consis-

battery baseplate with a direct view to space.

tent with that used on all OSC spacecraft.

Coupled thermal analysis of the heat transfer and

A

minimum radiation dose design margin of 2.0 is

thermal interaction between the spacecraft bus

used for all avionics components. MicroStar total

and internal components ensures that all bus

dose radiation testing shows a minimum dev~ce

equipment is maintained within an acceptable

threshold above 4 Krad.

temperature range.

Spacecraft Controller and Operating System

Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS)

The CCV flight computer uses a radiation tested

The CCV power subsystem is an autonomously

and tolerant version of the Motorola MC68302

managed, self-contained system consisting of a

microprocessor. This general purpose spacecraft

pair of silicon solar arrays, articulating array

controller is capable of handling experiment data

drive, battery charge regulator (BCR), NiH2 bat-

formatting, uplink and downlink communica-

teries, and harnessing. As shown in Figure 1, the

tions, and spacecraft command and telemetry

arrays are mounted on opposing faces of the core

functions.

bus. The Mark I or Mark II buses allow for alter-

The flight computer features a mas-

ter/slave processor design which provides six se-

native array configurations that permit a broader

rial I/O ports for communications with other

range of instrumentation to be flown.

spacecraft processors and with payloads. These
Primary bus power is unregulated 14 Vdc; sur-

serial links are easily configurable to handle

vival power is available as required for bus and

many data rates and formats.

payload safe/hold functions and thermal control

controller also includes discrete I/O for resetting

requirements.

other processor systems, power switching, and

Optional DC-to-DC power con-

5
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other functions. The flight computer board hosts

Telemetry may be transmitted either in real-time

2.5 MBytes of EDAC protected RAM for proces-

or stored for later downlink. The spacecraft proc-

sor, telemetry and command functions.

essor polls other units for the requested telemetry
at programmed intervals, and packages the data

All CCV processors use a common real-time,

for downlink. The telemetry table includes sepa-

multi-tasking operating system optimized for

rate gathering rates for real-time and back-orbit

spacecraft use, and embedded application code.

data, and is designed to allow monitoring of all

This environment allows independent module

bus and payload activity.

development and transparent porting of code

into the telemetry stream at 10 second intervals.

from development system to target system, significantly reducing schedule risk.
tions

between

components

is

Telemetry is normally stored for up to 10 orbits

Communica-

until a downlink opportunity is available. Typical

accomplished

applications for downlinked data include subsys-

through an efficient, custom ized message passi ng

tem health monitoring and retrieval of attitude

protocol called OX.25 that is similar to the X.25

and navigation data for later correlation with

and X-modem protocols, but with much reduced
overhead.

payload data. Payload data is handled separately

Software modules developed and

from the bus telemetry.

tested at OSC include synchronous and asyn-

Communications Subsystem

chronous serial communications drivers, command and telemetry handlers, downlink frame

The spacecraft's communication subsystem util-

formatter, on-orbit code upload system, and CPS

izes UHF transmitter and receiver units derived

receiver telemetry and command interfaces.

from ORBCOMM designs for all spacecraft

Command and Telemetry

commanding and telemetry downlink.

the same quadrifilar helix used for beacon

functions are concentrated in the command han-

transmission in the ORBCOMM configuration.

dier, which stores and issues timed commands

The antenna's nadir orientation provides horizon-

and provides command verification in concert

to-horizon ground station coverage. Obtaining a

with the telemetry system and the ground station

frequency allocation and assignment is a cus-

Time-tagged commands provide the

tomer responsibility.

capability to execute functions such as payload

Attitude Control Subsystem

activation out of view of a ground station. Onboard communications are performed transpar-

The MicroStar CCV combines gravity gradient

ently by the operating system, both within and
between processors.

The an-

tenna is mounted on the deployable boom and is

Command storage, stacking and management

software.

CPS data is inserted

stability with active magnetic yaw control and

The packet-oriented mes-

stabilization.

saging system extends to the ground system,

The attitude control system (ACS)

utilizes microprocessor-based attitude control

which recognizes distinct telemetry sources and

electronics (ACE) and software developed for the

command destinations according to packet ad-

ORBCOMM constellation.

dresses.

The system exhibits

nadir pointing control of ±4° CEP (8° 30).
All bus telemetry is gathered according to a reprogrammable table in the spacecraft processor.
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Mechanical Mounting

Included in the ACE are a 68302 processor for
attitude determination and control tasks, magne-

A 104 cm diameter by 16.5 cm deep PSM struc-

tometer and Earth sensor interface electronics,

ture (shown in Figure 2) provides a mounting

magnetic torquer and thruster drivers, and a Sun

platform for instrumentation and payloads. The

vector sensor. A pair of staring Earth sensors, accurate to 1°, provide attitude knowledge.

PSM design permits the insertion of viewing win-

GPS

dows into the ring structure, allowing small aper-

data is utilized in the computation of proper atti-

ture telescopes or sensor probes to penetrate the

tude orientation. Two solid core torque rods and

outer ring at all but the primary bracket locations.

one air core coil provide control capability to

Larger payloads may be accommodated on the

assist the primary gravity gradient mode of stabi-

external face of the PSM shelf or within an op-

lization.

tional secondary structural ring attached to the
PSM. This ring serves two functions: (1) protec-

Propulsion Subsystem

tion and mounting capability for payloads of variSince ORBCOMM requires only a small amount

ous configurations and (2) a structural load path

of /J.V, a GN2 system serves as the baseline for

for additional MicroStar spacecraft on a co-

that program. CCV carries this same GN2 system

manifested

for use in initial orbit trimming and spacecraft

primary bus, thereby eliminating added structural

is composed of a graphite overwrapped, alumilined,

composite tank and

analysis and design. A solar array drive extension

two 3.3N

enables relocating the solar array to the outside of

thrusters operating in a blowdown mode. A total

the PSM.

of 0.83 kg of GN2 is carried, equating to a /J.V
capability of 11 m/sec.

Attachment points and

mounting of this additional ring mirror that of the

separation in constellation launches. The system
num

launch.

For missions requiring

greater capability to achieve or maintain a specific orbit, a hydrazine propulsion module is
available as an option.
Payload Accommodations
The CCV and PSM design permits external or internal mounting of payloads and instrumentation.
Payloads requiring a limited amount of commanding may take advantage of an optional
Payload Interface Unit (PIU), which provides a
link to the CCV flight processor.

Independent

operation and control of payloads is possible for

1 - - - - - - 1034.5

DIA

-----I

customers who provide their own communications links and processor/data handling subsystems.

Alternatively, OSC can provide these

subsystems, as well as tailored power and data
Figure 2. Payload Support Module Dimensions.

channels in the PIU for unique mission needs.
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croStar spacecraft to the series.

Electricallnferfaces

Table 2 com-

pares the key features of all three configurations.
There are two electrical interface points to the

Mark I System Enhancements

PSM - A power connector and a telemetry port.
The primary power source for the payload is a
single 14 Vdc bus.

The primary CCV modification in the Mark I con-

Payloads or instruments re-

figuration is to the ACS. The Mark I ACS consists

quiring 28 Vdc or other voltages/regulation can
be supported through optional converters.

of a momentum wheel, a scanning Earth sensor, a

Mi-

three-axis magnetometer and a set of three 5 A-

croStar provides power on/off commanding and

• torque ro ds. The single wheel prom2 magnetic

housekeeping telemetry monitoring through an

vides a bias momentum normal to the orbital

RS-422/485 interface as part of the standard system.

plane; a Sun-staring mode is also achievable.

Power converters or other non-standard

The gravity gradient boom is replaced with a

interfaces in the PIU provide a means of com-

shorter communications boom.

manding and controlling the experiment through
the CCV's primary systems.

This momentum

bias configuration

provides

tighter control accuracy about all three axes

Payloads requiring higher data rate downlinks

without the need for attitude sensing about the

may make use of optional S- or l-band downlink

nadir axis (yaw). This is due to the inherent gyro-

transmitters described in Section 2. In this event,

scopic stiffness of the momentum wheel bias and

OSC provides both the transmitter and antenna as

the resulting quarter-orbit coupling betWeen roll

well as the harnessing to mate with the PIU. Fre-

and yaw. Momentum bias is also very forgiving

quency allocation remains a customer responsi-

of attitude control losses and operationally simple

bility with OSC advising on the process of

to recover from such anomalies.

obtaining mission authorization.

The ACS ca-

pabilities can be summarized as follows:

Mark I & II Configurations and Flight Options

•
•
•

For missions requiring a higher level of capability,
OSC has introduced the Mark I and Mark II Mi-

Control to ±a.5° about all three axes'I
Attitude knowledge of ±a.l 0 per axis; and
Stability of 30 arcsec/sec.

Table 2. MicroStar
Attitude
Mode
Control
Knowledge
Sol ar Arrays

GG/Active Magnetics
±4° CEP

Momentum Bias

Zero Momentum

±0.5°
±0.1°

±0.15°
±0.075°

<2°
O.l°/sec
Silicon BSFiR······ .. ······
GaAs Optional
14 Vdc

h:;:::~~::<::;~.~~'D.Y.~:~~~~'.~r-~·~~'.~~~!~:I!. ..............I.....................9P.t.~o.~~I....................;......... ..

< 5 arcsedsec

30
Silicon BSF/R
GaAs Optional
14/28 Vdc

I

Standard

RS-422/485
Data
Data
Propulsion
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Mark II System Enhancements

files from the occulting Signals of GPS satellites.
MicroLab-1 was launched with two companion

Mark II further refines the attitude control options

ORBCOMM satellites on April 3, 1995 and con-

by configuring MicroStar as a zero momentum

tinues successful operations today.

system. Three small reaction wheels mounted to

craft is providing a wealth of climate data at a

a tetrahedron provide control and permit independent command of each spacecraft axis.

This space-

mission price of only $4.9M.

A

gyro is also added to the ACS package. For pitch

Mission Summary

and roll, attitude determination is provided by
Yaw

In August 1993, OSC teamed with MSFC's Space

knowledge is provided by a combination Sun

Sciences Laboratory to provide the scientific

sensor/gyro control. Magnetic torquers are used

community with valuable data on the global dis-

for momentum management.

tribution of lightning. OSC supplied the Micro-

two back-to-back scanning Earth sensors.

Lab flight services by integrating the OTD

,

This zero momentum configuration provides very

payload from MSFC into a specially constructed

fine three-axis control to the following values:

MicroStar bus, launching it with the first pair of

•

Control to ±O.15° (3a) about all three axes;

•

Knowledge of ±O.075° (3a) per axis; and

•

Stability of <5 arcsedsec.

ORBCOMM satellites and conducting mission
operations through its ORB IMAGE subsidiary
from the Dulles Satellite Operations Control
Center. OTD will provide a global database on

A number of configuration options are available

the distribution of lightning forming a climatic

for the CCV. These include the attached payload

database of the spatial and temporal distribution

support module (PSM) and secondary structural

of thunderstorms. This data will be invaluable in

rings, payload interface unit (PIU), voltage con-

understanding

verters for 5 to 28 Vdc, L-or S-band downlink

lightning and precipitation and in applying this

transmitters, solid state data recorder, and hydra-

knowledge to diagnostic and predictive models of

zine propulsion module. Details of these options

the hydrological cycle and general weather circu-

are available on request.

lation. Figure 3 provides an example of the data

the

interrelationship

betw~n

being obtained and its correlation to other

The MicroLab-l Mission

weather data.

[Note: This is a greyscale repro-

duction of a color image.] The data will also im-

The first MicroLab mission was conducted for the

prove our understanding of the distribution and

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and

transportation of trace gases in the atmosphere,

the University Corporation for Atmospheric Re-

particularly nitrous oxide. Finally, OTD will fur-

search (UCAR) in Boulder, Colorado. MicroLab-1

ther enhance our understanding of the Earth's

hosted two payloads - The Optical Transient

global electric fields and electromagnetic waves,

Detector (OTD) to sense and record lightning on

further defining the electrical variables associated

a global basis and the Global Positioning System

with the currents that flow within and near thun-

Meteorology (GPS-Met) receiver which is dem-

derstorms.

onstrating an ability to develop atmospheric pro-

9
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The second instrument on-board MicroLab-l is

rate profiles of atmospheric density, pressure,

the CPS-Met payload developed by NASA's Jet

temperature and to a lesser degree, turbulence

Propulsion Laboratory and jointly funded by

and winds.

NASA's Office of Mission to Planet Earth, the Na-

the increasing travel time and fluctuations to the

tional Science Foundation, the National Oceanic

CPS signal as the signal is refracted by the Earth's

and Atmospheric Administration and the Federal

atmosphere. CPS-Met is also being used to study

Aviation Administration. This instrumellt. which

the amount of water vapor in the lower atmos-

was managed by UCAR, is providing highly accu-

phere.

It does this by precisely measuring

2

Figure 3. MicroLab-l lightning observations (top left) and background image (top right) observed by OTD of
a tornadic thunderstorm in Oklahoma on April 17, 1995. The bottom panels show the GOES-8 IR (left) and
visible (right) images with cloud-to-ground lighting detected by the National Lightning Detection Network.'
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uses a single-point non-explosive separation inter-

PicoStar Configurations

face between spacecraft and the Pegasus avionics
This design offers simplicity, light

PicoStar is built on a fundamentally different

structure.

paradigm from that of traditional spacecraft - it is

weight, and low separation shock.

a spacecraft in a box. The program is patterned

Avionics are mounted within the walls of the bus.

after the manner in which electronics boxes are

The basic avionics architecture is a single string

typically built, with each functional unit being a

design.

single card. Just as redundant boxes in a space-

386-based flight processor, a spin stabilized atti-

craft provide for higher system reliability, so do

tude control system, silicon solar arrays, NiCad

redundant spacecraft provide for higher reliability

batteries, and a UHF transmitter/receiver teleme-

in PicoStar class missions. The PicoLab team is

try subsystem. Specifications for the PicoStar bus

composed of multi-disciplined engineers with an
emphasis on EE's.

Key systems features include an Intel

are provided in Table 3. Each design element is

This approach shortens the

further described in subsequent sections.

needed development cycle and reduces the recurring mission cost.

The PicoStar series also offers a number of system
options. If required, special instrument interface

PicoStar Description

requirements are addressed by an optional Pay-

The principal PicoStar configuration is a conven-

load Interface Unit (PIU), which is customized to

tional 8-sided cylinder. Other configurations are

the unique needs of each payload. Special power

possible to support mission-unique requirements.

conversion and control are available, as are dedi-

The PicoStar bus shown in Figure 4 is approxi-

cated data storage and flexible RF capabilities.

mately 28 cm diameter and 31 cm depth, built
from aluminum or composite materials. PicoStar
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Figure 4. PicoStar "Stowaway" Configuration Features.
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Table 3. PicoStar Performance Baseline.
Bus Dry Mass
Payload Mass Capability
Available Payload Power (Avg./Orbit)
lifetime
Redundancy
Design Orbit(s)
Incl i nation
Apogee/Perigee
Ecce
Bus Height/Diameter (Stowed)
Internal Dimensions
Construction

~~
12.5 kg

Performance standards shown in . . Table <2
(left) are ···forth~"st0K'awarH~O,!fi~~rati{)1t
. of PicoStar. ..lndivid~a/~~lfles,~.g"PO~~7
a~d.mass,mari!i~el'f!epen(fi"gonthf!mis:

S kg (Typical)
lOW (Typical)
3 years
Single String

sionapplicationamiorbit.

.

Any

The design of the PicoStar spacecraft draws upon
the successful flight experience of OSC's OXP-1

20.3 cm/30.S cm

and OXP-2 spacecraft.
(ORBCOMM

The OXP spacecraft

eXperimental

Package)

were

part of the development of the ORBCOMM constellation.

,

GPS

stage and is a free flying spacecraft while OXP-2
remained attached to the third stage. Except for
the differences in attachment, the two spacecraft

NiCd
SOWHr
12±2 Vdc Neg. Ground
Direct
Transfer

are identical and both successfully completed
their missions.

Mechanical Structure

±0.5° along spin axis
±0.2So
"'20 RPM
Active Magnetics
3 @ 5 A-m 2

PicoStar's structural design was driven by a desire
to utilize all available volume within the Pegasus~
fairing. To achieve this, OSC developed a structure which could be mounted within an unused

Coarse & Fi ne V -sl it
None
3-Axis

space inside the avionics structure.

Recei~ve~r~-~.~.~~~~~~~ii~~

The aluminum structure is of traditional sheet
aluminum and aluminum honeycomb.

68302 or 386

Yes

Future

versions of the bus may employ composite struc-

SOD Kbytes
RS-422/48S

Downlink Rate
Transmitter Power (EIRP)
BER
Uplink Band
Uplink Rate
BER
Antenna Type

Both spacecraft flew as secondary

payloads on Pegasus. OXP-1 separated from the
8 x 464 cm2
Silicon BSF/R
Deployed and Fixed
=20W

Spinner
Pointing Capabilities
Control
Knowledge
Rate/Stabi Iity
Control Components
Torque Rods (No. & Size)
Sensor Components
Sun Sensor - Type
Horizon Sensor - Type
Magnetometer - Type

.1

LEO

launched in 1993 to measure frequency usage as

Solar Array(s)
Number of Panels & Size
Cell Type
Orientation
Array Power (BOL)
Battery
Type
Capacity
Bus Voltage & Polarity
Control

I
I
I

tures.

The separation system was designed for

OXP-1 and operated successfully for that mission.

UHF
9600 bps
4W
10"
UHF
9600 bps
10'
4-Element Circularly
ized Canted

The antenna and separation assembly contains
the mounting points and matching network for
four UHF blade antennas.

It also provides the

structural interface between the spacecraft and
the launch vehicle.

The latter comprises four

machined cups and a single tie-down bolt.
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The 110 ring enclosure is a machined aluminum

Primary bus power is unregulated 12.5 Vdc; sur-

component and houses the address and memory

vival power is applied as required for spacecraft

lines for the command and data handling system.

safe/hold functions. Power is directly transferred

It provides EMI/EMC shielding for the 110 ring and

from the solar arrays to the spacecraft battery.

serves to support structural loads passed through

Power is then converted and regulated to needed

the antenna and separation system assembly. The

voltages and currents for all spacecraft loads.

eight electronics bays are sheet aluminum struc-

Raw, unregulated battery power is available for

Each

spacecraft loads not requiring regulated power.

bay provides EMI/EMC shielding for the compo-

Instrument operational power may be switched

nents contained within it. The bays also support

on and off by the spacecraft bus according to

structural loads passed through from the 110 ring

ground commands, or may be automatically

enclosure.

turned off in contingency modes.

tures supporting the avionics electronics.

The power distribution and collection tray is a

Spacecraft Avionics

machined aluminum component which serves as
The internal electronic boards are tied together

a cable tray for all logical and electrical connec-

using a plug-in computer 110 ring to minimize

tions not provided for on the 110 ring. The eight

integration difficulties and simplify development.

array pairs are mounted on aluminum honey-

The 110 ring is an adaptation of a commercial bus

comb substrates, are folded and stored for launch,

providing power, address, control and data lines.

and are attached to the power tray by a set of

The boards and 110 ring constitute a tightly-

spring loaded hinges.

coupled computer architecture.

Thermal Control
Thermal control is passive.

External inter-

faces are placed opposite the bus connector.
These interfaces can include high-speed seria1

Passive treatments

and parallel 110, and special power connections.

include the use of Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI)

Analog and RF interfaces are handled through

and a variety of surface treatments and coatings.

special-purpose interface cards addressable by

The degree to which the payload is coupled or

the flight computer via the 110 ring.

insulated from the bus structure is dependent on

Six of the

electronics bays (Table 4) are devoted to space-

the thermal requirements of the payload.

craft functions, with the remaining two for payload use.

Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS)
The PicoStar power subsystem is an autonomously managed, self-contained power system
consisting of a segmented silicon solar array with
battery charge regulator (BCR), NiCd batteries,
and harnessing. As shown in Figure 4, the arrays
are deployed from each face of the bus. Alternatively arrays may be body mou nted.
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Communications Subsystem

Spacecraft Controller and Operating System
The PicoStar flight computer is an Intel 80386EX

The spacecraft's communication subsystem util-

microprocessor with 64 MB of address space on a

izes highly compact UHF transmitter and receiver

16-bit data bus. Interrupt control, serial commu-

units for all spacecraft commanding and teleme-

nications, control, timers, bus management, and a

try downlink.

watchdog timer are all provided on-board. Addi-

use PSK modulation format.

tional serial channels are provided by a separate

mounted in a separate electronics bay. The RF

board. The clock rate, and therefore power con-

subsystem operates in half-duplex up to 9600

sumption, is scaleable in response to processing

bps. Doppler tracking of the transmitter and car-

demands.

rier frequency compensation for the receiver are

Both the transmitter and receiver
Each unit is

performed by the ground station.
The memory module uses Static Random Access
Memory (SRAM) that is radiation tolerant and in-

The antenna, shared by both transmitter and re-

cludes error detection and correction circuits to

ceiver, is of the canted turnstile variety with the

correct single event upsets. EEPROM residing on

blades made of beryllium copper "tape rule".

the flight computer module is used to boot the

The antenna's omni-directional design provides

microprocessor and to store flight software rou-

horizon-to-horizon ground station coverage. The

tines. The CPU module is capable of running a

RF subsystem operates in the 400-460 MHz
range.

'variety of real-time operating systems.

The flight computer communicates with

the transmitter and receiver using RS-422.

Command, Telemetry and Data Subsystem

Fre-

quency assignment and licensing remains a customer responsibility with OSC advising on the

The PicoStar command and data system provides

process of obtaining mission authorization.

for all bus and payload data requirements. The
software provides the same command and data

Attitude Control Subsyst~m

services as on OSC's Common Core Vehicle, including stored commands, bus and payload te-

PicoStar is optimized to function as a spinner at

lemetry storage and formatting, and payload

low RPM. Initial spacecraft tip-off energy is dissi-

interface management. System processors com-

pated by a fluid nutation damper. Spacecraft ro-

municate using the OX.25 and HDLC packet

tation is then induced using torque coils based on

communications protocols, which are shared by

the vector readings of a magnetometer.

the ground station system.

spacecraft's spin vector is adjusted with inputs

The

from a suite of simple photodiodes acting as a
500 Kbytes of on-board memory is available for

coarse sun sensor until the fine sun sensor ac-

payload data storage between ground contacts.

quires the Sun. Nominal ACS operation then en-

The 9600 bps downlink rate is sufficient to trans-

sues.

fer the full data capacity during a typical ground

sensor and magnetic vector information from the

station pass. Normally, two downlink passes are

magnetometer are used to maintain alignment of

scheduled each day, with uplink passes sched-

the sun vector and the spacecraft spin vector.

uled according to payload and mission needs.

Accurate spin balancing and the nutation damper

14
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system minimize attitude perturbation due to nu-

Mechanical Mounting

tation.
This octagonal cavity within PicoStar is approxiThe execution of the attitude control algorithm is

mately 9.0" in diameter (flat-to-flat) and 6.0" in

segmented between the CPU ACS flight software

height. Payloads may be attached to the upper

and the logic in the ACS electronics module.

and lower shelves as well as to the back of the

Those tasks requiring critical timing are executed

electronics bays.

in the ACS electronics, and those tasks requiring

Eledricallnterfaces

non-time-critical computation reside within the
ACS flight software.

There are two electrical interface points to the
payload -

Attitude information is collected and buffered
within the ACS electronics.

mand/telemetry port. The primary power source

The data are then

is switched 12.5 Vdc. Command and telemetry is

reduced by a Kalman filter and made available to
the ACS flight software.

A power connector and a com-

managed through an RS-422 interface.

When the flight com-

puter is available for executing the attitude error

The ACRIM Mission

and correction calculations, the corrections are
generated and placed in the ACS electronics

The first proposed Picolab mission will fly the

logic. The ACS electronics logic then activates

Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor

, the torquers through the appropriate segments of

(ACRIM) instrument~ an Earth Observing System

rotation, using magnetic field vector information

(EOS) payload. The Earth's climate is determined

provided by the magnetometer. The control loop

in part by how much of the Sun's radiant energy

closes with a hold of several minutes, allowing

falls on the planet's surface, oceans, and atmos-

the nutation damping system to null any residual

phere. Suppl ied to the Earth at the rate of 10ct "

nutation effects resulting from the action of the

trillion kilowatts, total solar irradiance (TSI) has

torquers. At the conclusion of the hold, the se-

long been thought of as the solar "constant",

quence begins again with the collection of atti-

however it is now known to vary,3

tude information data.

searchers believe that changes in the TSI as small
as 0.5% over a century, may cause significant

Payload Accommodations

climate changes.

PicoStar payloads are primarily housed within the

The accurate determination of the variability in

bus structure along the spin axis at the center of
the spacecraft body.

Some re-

the solar "constant" is of primary importance to

However, payloads may

the EOS program. TSI is one of the primary de-

extend through the upper deck and unique an-

terminants of the mean temperature of the Earth

tennas or sensor elements may be mounted on

and can, if not calibrated out of the climate

the upper or lower faces of the bus. The space-

models, easily account for observable greenhouse

craft is spin-stabilized, and therefore must be

effects.

symmetric and spin balanced.

The ACRIM instrument is designed to

detect small variations in TSI over time. The instrument is capable of obtaining better than 100
ppm of precision given a statistically significant
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number of samples. The

spacecraft failure at a

ACRIM instrument op-

cost which is more than

erates by careful meas-

25% less than conduct-

urement of the amount

ing a comparable mis-

of power required

sion on larger spacecraft

maintain

to

the tempera-

in the EOS series.

JPL

ture of the active, solar-

provides the calibrated

pointed cavity.

Three

instrument to OSc. Un-

cavities are flown simul-

der this scenario, two

taneously

spacecraft are

to

calibrate

initially

out the long-term degra-

launched - one primary

dation of the black paint

and one on-orbit spare.

on sun-viewing surfaces.

The on-orbit failure of
one spacecraft triggers

The ACRIM instrument is

the

currently flying aboard

additional

Satellite

flights.

spacecraft.

This approach is critical

(UARS), and a similar
instrument (ATLAS/ACR)
has flown on four shuttle

for

launch of one or more

the Upper Atmospheric
Research

preparation

to

TSI

measur~ments

where a continuous data

Figure 5. Artists Rendition of ACRIMSat..

stream is essential.

The instrument

cannot be calibrated in the absolute sense.

Flights of Opportunity

Cross-calibration from one instrument to another
This generates a requirement for

OSC is able to offer flights of opportunity for the

continuous data collection by overlapping in-

MicroStar CCV or PicoStar spacecraft on a co-

struments. The science community would like, at

manifested basis with many of its planned Pega-

a minimum, to collect TSI data for one continu-

sus or Taurus launches.

ous solar cycle (11 years).

share a launch and benefit from the reduced cost

is necessary.

Customers desiring to

to orbit should contact OSC for launch availabil-

Mission Summary

ity and pricing details.

In partnership with JPL, OSC has proposed to fly a

Orbital is developing the interface designs to

series of PicoStar spacecraft each carrying a sin-

permit multiple MicroStar and PicoStar missions

gle ACRIM instrument. The satellites (pictured in

on Pegasus.

Figure 5) will be launched in pairs as secondary

contained in the companion paper from OSC's

payloads aboard Pegasus. Each spacecraft is sin-

Launch Systems Group.4

gle-string with reliability gained at the system
level by multiple, independent spacecraft. OSC
is offering spacecraft, launch, mission operations
and a replacement guarantee for premature

16
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Mission Pricing and Schedule

services include production of the spacecraft, integration of the customer supplied payload,

OSC is undertaking to produce the full constella-

launch and on-orbit flight operations. Complete

tion of 36 ORBCOMM spacecraft, all similar in

mission services start as low as $2M dollars and

design to the MicroStar Mark 0 bus. This creates

are based on complexity of the mission require-

a unique opportunity to produce additional CCV

ments, launch availability and mission duration.

bus units at marginal cost through volume pur-

PicoStar based missions are typically <$5M per

chasing of required hardware and software, re-

mission and basic MicroLab missions are in the

ducing the individual unit cost of each bus

$7.5 to 10 million range.

produced. Delivery will begin in the 4th Quarter

Detailed pricing is

provided in response to a formal request. Quan-

of 1996 (based on receipt of an order 18 months

tity purchases may receive preferential pricing.

in advance of the desired delivery date).

These base prices include all standard bus as-

A initial four-unit production of PicoStar is slated

sembly and testing in OSC's facilities.

to begin in the fourth quarter of 1995. Additional

recurring engineering cost will be shared among

PicoStar's will be produced and delivered to meet

initial orders.

the specifications described herein on an ap-

Non-

Missions are normally price on a Firm-Fixed Price

proximate 12-18 month schedule. OSC reserves

(FFP) basis under terms and conditions consistent

the right to modify aspects of the CCV and Pi-

with a commercial contract.

coStar deSigns provided the performance stan-

Typical payment

milestone include System Concept Review, Final

dards described herein are maintained.

Design Review, Quarterly Technical Interchange

Customers desiring complete mission services

Meetings (if required), Bus Inspection and Accep-

may take advantage of OSC Orbital Experiments

tance at OSC, Internal/Flight Readiness Review

Services - MicroLab™ and PicoLab™.

(Pre-Ship), and Launch.

These
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